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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

All About Magnets/Boat Trick

All About Magnets

What are magnets? They can push or pull some things. They move things that are made of metal. Magnets can move items
such as paper clips, scissors, and screws.

Each end of a magnet is called a pole. Magnets have two poles. The poles are called positive poles and negative poles. If
a negative pole and a positive pole touch, they pull together. If two negative poles are put together, they push away. Two
positive poles push away from each other, too.

Magnets can also be things in space, such as planets. Did you know that Earth is a magnet? So is the Sun. The North Pole
and South Pole are where Earth’s push or pull is the strongest.

Boat Trick

Amaze your friends with a boat that moves by itself! Follow these easy steps. You will need a simple magnet, two paper clips,
and construction paper.

1.  Fold a piece of construction paper in half from top to bottom.

2.  Fold the corners down to the middle.

3.  Fold up the bottom edges over the folded corners.
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4.  Spread the bottom opening of the boat and place two paper clips, one on each side of the boat.

 

5.  Place the boat on a cardboard box. Place a magnet under it.

Move the magnet with your hand. The boat will move where the magnet does. Make sure no one sees you with the magnet.
They will think the boat is moving on its own!

1. What must happen before the paper clips are placed
on the boat?

A. The magnet must be held under the box.

B. The box must be filled with water.

C. The boat must be folded.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
This happens after the boat is complete. It is the
final step.

B.
There is no water used in this trick. None of the
steps involve water.

C. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1141951
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.IT.02.02, LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.2.RI.2.3

2. Which important idea about magnets is in BOTH of the
passages?

A. Planets can be magnets.

B. Magnets can make things move.

C. Magnets can be used to amaze people.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The fact that planets can be magnets is only
mentioned in "All About Magnets," not in both
passages.

B. Correct answer

C.
The author does not discuss how magnets
amaze people in "All About Magnets." This idea
is only in "Boat Trick."

ItemID A2K.1141950
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.03, LA.2.RI.2.9
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Be a Bird Helper!

by Karen Sebesta

Most birds make nests in which to lay their eggs. Most birds use sticks to make their nests strong. Then they use soft bits
of fuzz and feathers on the inside of their nests. It takes a long time for birds to find bits of things to use in their nests. You can
help make the birds’ work go faster. Help them find some things they can use.

What You Will Need

Dried leaves
Very small sticks
Feathers
Hair
Pet fur
Pieces of tree bark
Short bits of string (no longer than your hand)
Bits of paper
Soft, fuzzy parts of plants

Other Things You Will Need

• A bag made from string or a plastic bag (both found in some food stores)
• A tree or fence post (to tie the bag to)
• Birdseed
• Mud (Some birds use mud to make their nests.)

What to Do

1. If you are using a plastic bag, ask a grownup to cut many holes in it. Each hole should be about as big as a
penny. The birds must be able to pull the things through the holes.

2. Find some of the things above to fill the bag. Try to find as many different things as you can.
3. Put the things you found into the bag. Let the things stick out of the holes a little bit. Tie the top of the bag.
4. Ask a grownup to tie the bag on a tree branch or fence post. You can also put the bag in a bush or on the

ground. Just make sure that the wind will not blow it away.
5. Throw some birdseed on the ground near the bag. When the birds come to eat, they will see the nesting things.

What Happens Next

The birds will pull the things through the holes in the bag. Watch for a week to see what happens to your bag. Can you see
where a bird is building the nest? Be sure not to get too close to the nest. Birds want to keep their nests out of reach so their
babies will be safe.

3. What is the first step to making a bird nest?

A. find some things to fill the bag

B. tie the bag to a tree branch

C. cut holes in a plastic bag

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
This step seems like it could be first. But the
“What to Do” part puts this step after one other
step.

B.
This step is listed after number 3. It is comes
after two other steps.
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C. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1231944
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.IT.02.02, LA.2.RI.2.1, LA.2.RI.2.6
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Fishy Fathers

by Caroline Arnold

Splash! It’s a bluegill! A bluegill is a kind of sunfish. Bluegill sunfish get their name because they are blue on the sides of
their heads. These fish live in lakes and rivers all over North America. Every summer millions of baby bluegills are born. Their
fathers take care of them.

 

Nests

In early summer, father bluegills build their nests. They swim near the shore and find places for their nests. They swish their
tails and scoop out small holes in the sand. Each nest is about the size of a dinner plate.

The mother bluegills lay eggs in the nests. There may be more than a thousand tiny eggs in each nest. The mother fish
leave after they are done laying eggs.

The father bluegills stay at their nests. They flap their fins to keep clean, fresh water flowing over the eggs. A little fish is
growing inside each egg. The baby fish grow fast. Four days later the eggs are ready to hatch. The baby fish are called fry.

Baby Fish

The father bluegills stay with the fry. They chase away bigger fish and keep the fry safe. The fry are ready to leave the nest
when they are ten days old. Now the young fish are on their own.

The father bluegills are finished. They built their nests. They took care of the eggs. They guarded the baby fish. They did a
good job.

4. What is the passage MOSTLY about?

A. It tells stories of baby fish.

B. It tells how to build a nest.

C. It tells what a bluegill dad does.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The passage talks about baby fish, but it talks
about one other fish more.

B.
The passage talks about nests, but that is not
what the passage is mostly about.

C. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1231945
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.IT.02.02, LA.2.RI.2.2, LA.2.RI.2.6
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5. Read the sentence from the passage.

“Four days later the eggs are ready to hatch.”

What does the word hatch mean?

A. open

B. grow

C. float

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer.

B.
As the fish inside the eggs grow, the eggs open
up, or hatch.

C.
The eggs do not float. They are laid in the sand.
The eggs themselves do not grow.

ItemID A2K.1050624
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.WS.02.11, 1, READ.K-12.1.1.1, LA.2.RI.2.4

6. Read this sentence from the passage.

“Bluegill sunfish get their name because they are blue
on the sides of their heads.”

Which word from the sentence tells why something
happens?

A. blue

B. their

C. because

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
This word tells what something looks like. It does
not tell why something happens.

B.
Their tells who owns something, not why
something happens.

C. Correct answer.

ItemID A2K.1077031
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.WS.02.11, 2, READ.K-12.1.1.1

7. How are father bluegills different from mother
bluegills?

A. They stay to keep the fry safe.

B. They leave the fry after four days.

C. They leave after the eggs are laid.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer.

B.
The father stays at the nest until the fry are ten
days old.

C. The mother leaves after the eggs are laid.

ItemID A2K.1050631
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.03, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.2.RI.2.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Pumpkins, Past and Present

by Claudia Cangilla McAdam

You see them every fall. They look like orange basketballs when they are growing in fields. That is, until they are brought to
stores. Then they look like what they are. They are big piles of pumpkins. Soon they may be made into pies.

 

Pumpkins of the Past
Native Americans cut long pieces of pumpkin. Then they let the pieces dry. The Native Americans used the strips of dry

pumpkins to make mats to sit on or sleep on. They also cooked bits of pumpkin over the fire and ate them. The baked
pumpkin seeds were good to eat, too.

The Pilgrims never knew about pumpkins. When they came to America, they saw what the Native Americans did with the
fruit of this new plant. They learned to let whole pumpkins dry. They cut off the tops of the pumpkins. They used the dry
pumpkins as bowls. They could eat out of them or keep things in them.

The Pilgrims did not make pumpkin pie like we do today. But they did cook a sweet pumpkin food. The Pilgrims cut off the
top of the pumpkin. They took out the seeds and put in milk and honey. The pumpkin was baked on hot coals.

Pumpkins of Today
We still eat pumpkins today. But we do not eat just pies. From pumpkins we can make soup, bread, and even ice cream.

Some people like pumpkins so much, they try to grow large ones. The biggest ones that ever grew were more than fourteen
feet around! The people who grow large pumpkins work hard at it. They know good ways to get big pumpkins.

How People Grow Large Pumpkins
To grow great pumpkins, people buy good seeds that come from big pumpkins. They plant the seeds indoors in pots. The

seeds start to grow. When the ground outside is warm, the little plants are moved out there. The pumpkins need good dirt in
the garden.

Pumpkins take in a lot of water. They are planted where they get the most sun. They must have water and light to grow big.

Pumpkin growers make sure each plant has just one pumpkin on it. They cut off the rest when the pumpkins start to form.
Pumpkins take many weeks to grow. Then they turn a deep orange color. Now the pumpkins can be picked. They need to be
picked before it gets too cold outside.

Some kids who grow pumpkins do something fun with them. They put their names on the pumpkins. This must be done
while the fruit is still growing. It is not hard to do. They use something with a point. They make dots to form the letters of their
name. As the pumpkin grows, the name grows with it. And everyone knows who grew that pumpkin.
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8. Name the part of the passage that tells how pumpkins
grow. Write a sentence telling two things that
pumpkins need to grow.

Write your answer(s) on the paper your teacher gives
you.

ItemID A2K.1240275
Correct -
Standard(s) LA.2.R.IT.02.02, LA.2.RI.2.5

SCORING RUBRIC 

3 Response provides a complete explanation of, or
answer to, the item by including main ideas and
important information, either stated or unstated,
from the passage. The response shows strong
evidence of a student’s depth of understanding
and ability to connect ideas, provide specific text
examples, and interpret the text. Response is well
supported with multiple details from the passage.

Correct Answers: 

How People Grow Large Pumpkins.
Pumpkins must have water to grow big and they also
need sun.

2 Response provides a limited explanation of,
or answer to, the item by including only limited
ideas from the text. The response shows a partial
or weak use of information from the passage
to make connections across the text or to other
situations or texts. Response is supported with
limited details (in quantity or quality) from the
passage.

1 Response provides a minimal explanation of, or
answer to, the item. Response may be too brief
to show understanding of the text. Inaccurate, too
few, or unsupported details may be included in the
response. 

0 Response is incorrect, irrelevant, or not provided.

9. Read the sentence from the passage.

“They look like orange basketballs when they are
growing in fields.”

Why are the words like orange basketballs important?

A. They make the reader feel happy about pumpkins.

B. They compare pumpkins to something the reader
knows.

C. They make the reader think about something
besides pumpkins.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.

Readers may feel happy about pumpkins only if
they feel happy when they think of basketballs.
The sentence is comparing pumpkins and
basketballs.

B. Correct answer.

C.
The author wants the readers to think of a
basketball only to help them picture what a
pumpkin looks like.

ItemID A2K.1183793
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.WS.02.11, 2, LA.2.RI.2.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Five Senses

Think about a flower. What does it look like? How does it smell? You know these things because you use your senses.
People have five senses: seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and touching.

Seeing
You use your eyes to see. Seeing lets you know what something looks like. When you see a flower, you learn about its color
and shape. Eyes also help you know how far away something is. From far away, a sunflower that is six feet tall may look as
small as a pencil!

Hearing
People hear with their ears. Hearing tells us how things sound. Your ears will let you know that flowers don’t make a sound!

Smelling
Lots of flowers smell good and sweet. Your nose is the body part that tells you how things smell. The flower puts its smell into
the air. When you take a breath, your nose picks up the smell.

Tasting
My teacher, Mr. Jones, says that tasting is a special sense. We use our mouths to know how things taste. We only use tasting
for some things, like food. We do not use tasting to help us know about a flower.

Touching
You use your body to feel things. Your skin will tell you how something feels. People use their hands the most for touching.
When you touch a flower, your skin will tell you that it is soft and easy to break.

When you think about a flower, remember to say “thank you” to your five senses!
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10. This passage tells the five senses and tells about each
sense. Pick a sense. Write these things about the
sense:

• What is the sense?
• What part of the body uses the sense?
• What is one thing a person can do with this

sense?

Write your answer(s) on the paper your teacher gives
you.

ItemID A2K.1231957
Correct -
Standard(s) LA.2.R.IT.02.02, READ.K-12.3.2.1, LA.2.RI.2.1, LA.2.RI.2.10

SCORING RUBRIC 

3 Response provides a complete explanation of, or
answer to, the item by including main ideas and
important information, either stated or unstated,
from the passage. The response shows strong
evidence of a student’s depth of understanding
and ability to connect ideas, provide specific text
examples, and interpret the text. Response is well
supported with multiple details from the passage.

Correct Answers: 

Smelling. Your nose helps you smell. You can smell
flowers with your nose.

2 Response provides a limited explanation of,
or answer to, the item by including only limited
ideas from the text. The response shows a partial
or weak use of information from the passage
to make connections across the text or to other
situations or texts. Response is supported with
limited details (in quantity or quality) from the
passage.

1 Response provides a minimal explanation of, or
answer to, the item. Response may be too brief
to show understanding of the text. Inaccurate, too
few, or unsupported details may be included in the
response. 

0 Response is incorrect, irrelevant, or not provided.

11. Which of these BEST tells the main idea of the
passage?

A. People have five different senses.

B. People use their eyes to see.

C. People hear with their ears.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer

B.
Seeing is just one of our senses. The writing is
about more than one sense.

C.
Hearing is just one of our senses. The writing is
about more than one sense.

ItemID A2K.1235282
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.2.RI.2.2

12. Which sense helps a person learn about the color and
shape of something?

A. smelling

B. hearing

C. seeing

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
Knowing how something smells would not help
someone learn about the shape and color.

B.
Hearing won’t help learn about size and shape.
Ears will hear if something makes sound.

C. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1235286
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.2.RI.2.1

13. Read the sentence from the passage.

“When you take a breath, your nose picks up the
smell.”

Which is the closest to the meaning of take a breath in
the sentence?

A. Blow the nose.

B. Bring air into the nose.

C. Put the nose on an object.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
People cannot smell by blowing their noses.
They have to breathe in air.

B. Correct answer

C.
People cannot smell just from putting their nose
on an object. They have to breathe in air.

ItemID A2K.1306388
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.WS.02.11, READ.K-12.1.1.1, LA.2.RL.2.2
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

1 All the animals in the forest cried from hunger. There was no rain, and the trees were bare. But one tree was fat with fruit.
Tiger's pear tree was full of golden pears. When an animal asked for a pear, Tiger growled and chased him away.

2 "It's not fair," said Rabbit. "Why should Tiger keep all the pears?" Rabbit watched Tiger nap under the big pear tree. Then
Rabbit came up with a plan. He gathered all the animals in the forest.

3 "Shake the trees. Make as much noise as you can!" said Rabbit. "I'll deal with Tiger."

4 The animals shook the trees. The big animals jumped up and down. Rabbit ran to the pear tree.

5 "Tiger! Tiger! The wind is coming!" yelled Rabbit. "I've tied the animals to trees so they don't blow away."

6 Tiger heard the loud noise and saw the shaking trees. "Save me, save me, Rabbit!" begged Tiger. "Tie me to the pear tree.
Tie me with lots of rope so I don't blow away!"

7 Rabbit did just asTiger asked. He tied him to the pear tree with lots of rope.

8 "Thank you for saving me!" said Tiger

9 "Thank you for the pears," said Rabbit. Rabbit called out, and the noise stopped. All the animals ran from the forest. "Pears
for everyone!"

10 "You tricked me!" growled Tiger.

11 Rabbit smiled as he shared the pears. "We are not greedy like you, Tiger. Have a pear!" And Rabbit stuck a sweet pear
into Tiger's growling mouth.

14. A main problem in the story is

A. Tiger is very hungry.

B. Tiger growls at the animals.

C. Tiger won´t share the pears.

D. Tiger is afraid of the wind.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008554
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.3.R.NT.03.03

15. This passage teaches readers that it is better to

A. be a rabbit than a tiger.

B. be loud than quiet.

C. share than be greedy.

D. be safe than sorry.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008551
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.3.R.NT.03.03

16. What did Tiger ask Rabbit to do to?

A. trick him

B. feed him

C. save him

D. shake him

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct
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D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008548
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.3.R.NT.03.01, LA.3.R.CM.03.02,
LA.4.R.NT.04.03

17. Which of the following happened at the
BEGINNING of the story?

A. Tiger eats the golden pears.

B. Rabbit comes up with a plan.

C. Rabbit ties Tiger to a tree.

D. Tiger begs Rabbit to save him.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008550
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.NT.02.03, LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.2.R.MT.02.05,
LA.3.R.CM.03.02, LA.2.S.DS.02.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

1.  Bees do more than make honey.  They help plants grow.  If we had no bees, there would be no flowers, and no trees would
grow.  There would be no fruit.  Bees do a lot for us.

2.  It is fun to learn about bees.  Did you know that bees have five eyes?  Bees have six legs and two pairs of wings.  They are
special insects.

3.  Many people are afraid of bees.  Bee stings can hurt, but honey bees are not mean.  They want to protect the honey.  Bees
can protect their hives and honey with their stingers.  That is not the only way they protect them.  When enemies are outside
the hive, guard bees that watch the entrance to the hive will quickly attack them.  Bees have many ways to "talk" with each
other.  When guard bees need more help, they give off a smell.  This tells other guard bees to come and they help attack
enemies.

4.  Bees protect their hives when they are building it.  They do this with the smell that they give off.  Each colony of bees has
its own smell.  One bee can tell if another bee is part of its colony by smelling the bee.

5.  Always be careful when you are outdoors.  If you see a lot of bees, tell an adult.  The bees may have a home nearby!

18. According to this article, one way that bees
communicate with each other is by

A. releasing a special smell.

B. using their special eyes.

C. guarding their hive.

D. making their hives.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008564
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.3.R.CM.03.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Long, long ago, there was no sea. There was only dry land, with a few lakes. One day a man and his dog went hunting for
food. The dog began to eat the bark of a tree. The man looked at the tree, and saw sparkly things. They were fish! He had
never seen fish like that before. He ate one. It tasted delicious. "Look! Look what I found!" he cried. He told his friends about
the new fish. Soon, everyone was eating the new fish. They called it the sea-tree. There were so many people eating the new
fish from the sea-tree, that the tree burst open. Out came lots of water. There was so much water that it became the ocean.
At first, the fish did not go to the ocean. They tried to hide in the mud. But the people found them and ate them. Soon there
were very few fish left. "Stop!" shouted the man. "Soon we will not have any fish left to eat!" But the people did not listen to
him. So the man picked up the fish and threw them into the ocean. "Fly! Fly away! Swim in the ocean and be safe!" he told
the fish. The fish did fly away into the ocean. And that is why some fish are called flying fish.

19. Which detail tells the reader why the fish were
trying to hide?

A. They tried to hide in the mud.

B. The people ate them.

C. There were only a few fish left.

D. They did not go into the ocean.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008596
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.NT.02.03, LA.2.R.CM.02.02

20. Someone would read this story to

A. learn how to catch fish.

B. learn how to fly.

C. learn why there are flying fish.

D. learn about New Guinea.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008592
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.2.R.MT.02.03

21. How did the tree make a sea

A. It was covered with tasty bark.

B. It gave food to the man who was hunting.

C. It burst open and lots of water came out.

D. It grew a lot of fish on its bark.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008812
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.NT.02.03, LA.2.R.CM.02.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Victor's First Day 1. It was the first day of school, and Victor was nervous. He was going to a new school. He missed his
old school in Mexico. He did not have friends at this new school. 2. "I want to go back to Mexico where my friends are," he
told his mother. 3. "Do not worry, son. Smile and be kind. I know you will make many new friends," his mother said. 4. There
were many children in Victor's classroom. They were talking with each other. Victor sat down and thought about his teacher
in Mexico. Mrs. Martin was wonderful. He hoped he could understand his new teacher, Mr. Lang. 5. "Good morning boys
and girls. Welcome to second grade," said Mr. Lang. He spoke slowly about the day's lessons. He smiled when he talked. 6.
Victor was happy because he understood Mr. Lang's words. 7. "Are you from Mexico?" asked Andy, the boy sitting next to
Victor. 8. "Yes," said Victor. 9. "Wow! You are lucky. Do you want to eat lunch with me?" asked Andy. 10. "Si. I mean, yes."
Victor said. Andy and Victor smiled at each other. This was going to be a great first of day of school.

Sally's Surprise "Dad, I want to go back to school in Stockton. Why did we have to move to Japan?" asked Sally. "This is
where I work now. Japan is beautiful. I am sure you will enjoy it once you make new friends," said Dad. "I like my old friends.
I don't want new ones," she said. Sally liked school, but she was still scared. She did not have one friend in Japan. On the
first day of school, Sally sat in the back of the room. Before the teacher started talking, a Japanese girl named Yoshi looked
at Sally. Sally looked back at her and smiled. "Where are you from?" asked Yoshi. "My family moved here from California,"
said Sally. "Wow! My family is from California, too. We are from the same state" said Yoshi. Sally and Yoshi laughed. They ate
lunch together. From that day on, they were best friends.

22. In BOTH stories, a child

A. makes friends with the teacher.

B. learns to speak English.

C. makes a new friend.

D. hides from the new teacher.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008641
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.NT.02.03, LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.2.R.CM.02.03

23. In BOTH stories, the story takes place on

A. a child´s birthday.

B. the last day of the week.

C. a weekend.

D. the first day of school.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. Correct

ItemID DD.1008644
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.2.R.NT.02.03, LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.2.R.CM.02.03

24. In BOTH stories, a child at school

A. makes another child happy.

B. talks to the teacher.

C. speaks Spanish.

D. is afraid of the teacher.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008643
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.NT.02.03, LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.2.R.CM.02.03

25. In STORY 1, Victor was in

A. third grade.

B. first grade.

C. second grade.

D. kindergarten.

Answer Choice Rationale
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A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008647
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.NT.02.03, LA.2.R.CM.02.02

26. The purpose of BOTH stories, is to teach about

A. friendship.

B. Japan.

C. life in America.

D. Yoshi's Life.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID DD.1008648
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.03

27. In BOTH stories, both Victor and Sally learn that

A. teachers are kind.

B. Japan is a beautiful country.

C. schools can be scary.

D. it is easy to make friends.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. Correct

ItemID DD.1008645
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.03
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

All Tied Up

Do you think some things people wear are silly? A lot of people might think that neckties do not make sense. But men all
over the world wear them. And ties have been around for a long time.

Neckties of Long Ago

People once lived in caves. That was a long time ago. The men wore things around their necks. They put teeth or bones on
a string. Or they wore feathers and shells. These were the first kinds of ties.

Fancy Ties

Four hundred years ago, the men in Europe wore ties. These ties were long strips of cloth tied around their necks. The men
did not want the ties to fly off when they rode their horses. They stuck the ends of the cloth into their buttonholes. Those long
strips of cloth looked a lot like the ties of today.

Then ties got fancy. Men wrapped lots of cloth high up around their necks. They tied the cloth with many different kinds of
knots. Sometimes all that cloth made it hard for the man to turn his neck. He had to turn his whole body to see things at his
side.

Ties of Today

There used to be many different kinds of ties. Today there are two main kinds. One is a long tie. It has a knot at the neck.
The other is the bow tie. It is a shorter strip of cloth tied around the neck. It looks like the bow on a present. Only three out of
ten ties worn today are bow ties.

You might think ties are funny things to wear. But what would you think if men still wore teeth or bones around their necks?

28. Read the sentence from the passage.

“It looks like the bow on a present.”

Which sentence uses the word present in the same
way?

A. I was present for the club meeting.

B. That story takes place in the present.

C. She gave her friend a necklace as a present.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The word present in this sentence means “there.”
In the sentence from the passage, the word
present means “gift.”

B.

In this sentence, the word present shows that
the story takes place now, not in the past or the
future. In the passage, the word present is used
for a thing, not a time.

C. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1046189
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.WS.02.11, 2, READ.K-12.1.1.1, LA.2.RI.2.4
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29. Read the sentence from the passage.

“The other is a bow tie.”

Which sentence from the passage BEST helps the
reader picture a bow tie?

A. It has a knot at the neck.

B. It looks like the bow on a present.

C. Only three out of ten ties worn today are bow ties.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

ItemID A2K.1125820
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.WS.02.11, LA.2.R.MT.02.03, LA.2.RI.2.6

30. How are the ties of four hundred years ago like the ties
of today?

A. The ends of both ties are stuck inside buttonholes.

B. Both ties are long strips of cloth tied around the
neck.

C. Both ties are made with many different kinds of
knots.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

ItemID A2K.1125757
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.03, LA.2.RI.2.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

A Japanese Woodcutter’s Story: The Sticky, Sticky Pine

Once there was a kind Japanese woodcutter. His name was Kenji. Kenji was so kind that he never cut down tree branches.
He always gathered his wood from the ground.

One day Kenji was looking for wood under a huge pine tree. Plop! Plop! Something dripped on his head! Kenji looked up. It
was sap from a broken branch. Someone had cut the tree’s branches! Kenji quickly tore off pieces of his clothing.

“Now you will not lose your sap,” he said, wrapping one branch with a piece of cloth.

Just then gold and silver coins dropped from the tree’s branches! Kenji could not believe the tree’s kindness. He finished
wrapping the other branches and thanked it.

On his way home, Kenji ran into another woodcutter.

“Where did you get all that gold, Kenji?” he asked, his eyes growing bigger and bigger. “From the wood you found on the
ground?”

“No, it fell from that big pine tree in the forest,” he said. “It dropped out of its broken branches.”

The woodcutter quickly ran back to the pine tree. He cut off a branch.

 

“Give me that gold and silver you gave Kenji!” he shouted at the tree. The pine tree covered him with sticky sap! The bad
woodcutter could not move.

“Help! Help!” he called.

Kenji was still in the forest and heard the woodcutter. He ran back.

“What happened?” Kenji asked, wiping off the sticky sap.

“I was jealous and wanted gold and silver, too. So I broke a branch from the pine tree. Instead I was covered in sap!”
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“Now you know never to cut tree branches,” Kenji said.

After that, the bad woodcutter listened to Kenji. He never cut a tree branch again.

31. Read the sentence from the passage.

“One day Kenji was looking for wood under a huge
pine tree.”

What does huge mean?

A. very big

B. very old

C. very pretty

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer.

B.
The tree may have been very old, but in order for
Kenji to be able to stand under the pine tree to
look for wood the tree would have been very big.

C.

The tree may have been very pretty, but Kenji
was looking for firewood. He was looking under a
tree that big so it would be losing some branches
and Kenji could find the branches under the tree.

ItemID A2K.1056426
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.WS.02.11, 1, LA.2.L.2.4.a
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Dancing Cranes

by Caroline Arnold

It is early morning. Two tall birds stand in a field. They are a pair of sandhill cranes. They have long legs, large bodies, thin
necks, and long, pointed bills. Their feathers are gray except for white on the cheeks and a red spot on the head. Sandhill
cranes stand about three and one-half feet high. They are about as tall as someone your age.

Dancing Time

The cranes turn and face one another. One bird bows its head. The other bird bows its head, too. Then both of them lift their
heads and spread their wide wings. The cranes bend their legs and jump high into the air. They look as if they are dancing.
After landing, the birds bow and flap and jump again. They do this over and over.

Sandhill cranes live in the United States and Canada. They are famous for their springtime dances. This is how they tell one
another that it is time for nesting.

Nesting Time

Sandhill cranes build a nest with sticks and leaves. The mother bird lays two spotted eggs in it. The cranes take turns sitting
upon them and keeping them warm. The eggs hatch a month later. The baby birds are called chicks. The parents keep their
chicks safe and show them how to find food. Sandhill cranes mostly eat plants. Sometimes they eat insects or other small
animals.

Flying Time

The young cranes grow quickly. They are strong enough to fly when they are about three months old. Then all the sandhill
cranes fly south for the winter. They will fly back to their nesting areas the next spring. Then they will bow and flap and jump
again. It will be dancing time for sandhill cranes.
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32. How are mother cranes different from chicks?

A. They can fly.

B. They can sit.

C. They can eat.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer.

B.
The passage says the mothers can sit on their
eggs. It does not say that the chicks cannot sit.

C.
The passages tells what the cranes eat. It says
the parents help the chicks find food.

ItemID A2K.1047361
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.03, 2, LA.2.RI.2.1

33. What two things do baby birds do at the same time?

A. They hatch and fly south.

B. They grow and learn to fly.

C. They make a nest and lay eggs.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

ItemID A2K.1124892
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.03, LA.2.RI.2.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Just the Right Story

by Karen Gray Ruelle

 

“Get off my new writing book!” Nina said to her cat, Blue. “You will mess up the pages!”

Blue liked sitting on Nina’s books. Nina had to shoo him away every time she wanted to read.

She pushed Blue away and opened up her writing book. It was a clean, new writing book with a blue-and-white cover. It had
one hundred pages inside waiting for someone to write on them. She flipped through the pages. Just think, a new book of
clean pages. How many stories could she write on those hundred pages?

Nina picked up her pencil and thought about what she could write. It would have to be just the right thing. She wanted to
write something good in her new writing book. But what could that be?

Blue jumped back up onto her writing book. He pushed Nina’s pencil onto the floor. “Bad kitty!” said Nina. She picked up her
cat and put him back down on the floor. Then she picked up her pencil. “Maybe you can help me think of what to write,” she
said as she petted her cat. Blue purred.

“Maybe I should write about you,” Nina said. She picked up her pencil again and began to write.

This is what she wrote:

“Get off my new writing book!” Nina said to her cat, Blue. “You will mess up the pages!”

34. What is this passage MAINLY about?

A. playing with a cat

B. buying a new writing book

C. wanting to write a good story

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
This passage is mainly about a girl who wants to
write a good story, but her cat keeps getting in
the way.

B.

This passage is mainly about a girl who wants to
write a good story in her new writing book. The
passage does not tell about when the girl bought
the writing book.

C. Correct answer.

ItemID A2K.1050828
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02, 1, LA.2.RL.2.2

35. What happens LAST in the passage?

A. Nina leaves to buy a new writing book.

B. Blue jumps up on Nina’s new writing book.

C. Nina starts to write a story in her new writing book.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
Nina has a new writing book; she does not need
another new one.
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B.
At the end of the passage Nina writes about the
cat jumping on the book, which happened earlier.

C. Correct answer.

ItemID A2K.1050832
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.NT.02.03, LA.2.R.CM.02.02, 4, LA.2.RL.2.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Rain Friends

by Karen Ruelle

Sara was bored. Her family had moved in a few days ago. She hadn’t met any other kids yet. The problem was, it wouldn’t
stop raining. How can you go out and meet other kids when it is raining out? All the kids would be inside, playing with their old
friends.

At least it wasn’t a thunderstorm. It was just a lot of rain. Sara watched the raindrops dripping down the windows. She
listened to the tap, tap, tap of rain on the roof.

“May I play outside?” she asked her mother.

“Don’t forget your raincoat,” said her mother.

Sara grabbed her yellow raincoat and put on her green boots. She took a deep breath, and then she ran out into the rainy
day. SPLASH! She jumped into a puddle. That was fun. SPLASH! SPLASH! She kicked the water all around. Then she went
into the yard behind the house. There were tall weeds in the yard. She brushed them with her hands until her hands were all
wet. Then she spun around and around, moving her hands out in great circles. The water went everywhere.

Sara saw something moving in the grass. A tiny frog leaped up, then three more. She followed them as they hopped through
the grass. “Neep! Neep!” they called. She tried to catch one, but it was too quick. She splashed into a puddle and tried to
catch another frog. It jumped away.

“You’ll never catch them that way,” a voice said. Sara looked up and saw a girl in a green raincoat and yellow boots. The girl
looked like she was about Sara’s age.

“Watch me,” she told Sara. The girl sat by the puddle for a minute, then grabbed something. When she stood up, she had
something cupped in her hands. Sara stepped closer to see.

The girl opened up her hands, and a tiny green frog hopped out. It landed on Sara’s boot, and then it hopped away. Sara
laughed.

“Now you try,” said the girl. Sara sat by the puddle and waited. There was a frog right near her. She reached for the frog. It
hopped straight up into the air. Sara was so surprised that she sat right down in the puddle. The girl laughed. Sara started to
laugh, too.

“That’s a fun way to catch frogs,” said the girl, “but I don’t think it will work!”

“I’m Sara,” Sara told her. “We just moved here.”

“I’m Ashley,” said the girl. “We’ve always lived here.”
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“Nice to meet you, Ashley,” said Sara.

Ashley smiled back at her.

Suddenly the rain stopped. The afternoon sun lit up the sky.

“Can you catch frogs when it isn’t raining out?” asked Sara.

“I don’t know,” said Ashley. “Let’s try it and see.”

“Then maybe we can go back to my house for some hot chocolate,” said Sara.

“That sounds like fun,” said Ashley. “Let’s go!”

The two girls went splashing through the puddles together.

36. In the story, which sound does the rain make on the
roof?

A. Neep! Neep!

B. tap, tap, tap

Answer Choice Rationale

A. The frogs make the sound Neep! Neep!.
B. Correct answer.

ItemID A2K.1052729
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.NT.02.04, LA.2.R.CM.02.02, READ.K-4.3.3.5.e,
LA.2.RL.2.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Recycling

Every day people throw away more and more trash. Most of the trash people throw away goes to places called landfills.
A landfill is a place where garbage is dumped. There isn’t enough room to put all of our trash into landfills. To help solve this
problem, people need to recycle, which cuts down on the amount of trash put into landfills.

When we recycle, we reuse things instead of throwing them away. We can recycle such things as paper, plastic, aluminum,
and glass. Recycling old newspapers, boxes, and magazines helps to save trees and make new paper. We can clean out
glass jars and bottles and use them to store things, or we can recycle them. Aluminum cans can be recycled and made into
new cans. Plastic bottles, bags, plates, and containers can be recycled and made into new plastic objects.

By recycling, we reduce the amount of trash on our planet. With less trash, our planet will be a safer and healthier place
to live. Teach your family and friends where they can take items to be recycled. Join others who have already started to help
clean up the planet.

37. What was told FIRST in the reading?

A. There is not enough room to put all of our trash
into landfills.

B. Most of the trash people throw away goes into
landfills.

C. Recycling can help save paper.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1122586
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

My Trip to the Post Office

Dear Mike,

Hello. How are you? I am fine.

I want to tell you about a fun trip I went on. Did you ever wonder how the mail works? My teacher, Mr. Ortiz, took our class to
the post office to find out.

First, you write a letter. Next, you address it. My address is 49 N. Elm St., Bergtown, TX, 73340. Then you buy a stamp
and stick it on the letter. Next, you put the letter in a mailbox. Then a mail carrier brings the letter to the post office.

At the post office, machines help workers mark and sort all the letters. The machines put together all the letters that are going
to the same place. Then the letters are put on trucks. If a letter is going far away, it might ride on an airplane. The post office
has also used animals such as birds and dogs to bring the mail!

When the letters are close to where they are going, they get sorted again. Every town and city has mail carriers. Your mail
carrier will take letters that are addressed to you to your house. That is how you got this letter.

I liked our trip to the post office. I like to get mail. Please write me a letter soon!

Your friend,

Daniel

38. Daniel wrote down what happened at the post office.
Look at what he wrote.

1. Machines help workers mark and sort letters.
2. Machines put together letters going to the

same place.

What should he write happens next?

A. 3. Letters are stamped.

B. 3. Letters are put on trucks.

C. 3. Letters are taken to houses.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The stamp is put on the letter before the letter is
marked and sorted in the post office.

B. Correct answer.

C.
First the letters are taken from the post office
by trucks. Then mail carriers deliver them to
houses.

ItemID A2K.1313147
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02, LA.2.RI.2.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

A Whale of a Tale

Even if you have been fishing and caught a lot of fish, you have never caught a whale. That’s because a whale is NOT a
fish! Whales live in the ocean. Whales swim in the water, but they are not fish. A whale is a part of a group of animals called
mammals.

Mammals have a backbone like you and me. Mammals also have hair or fur like you and me. All animals whose babies get
milk from their mothers are mammals. 

The most amazing thing about whales is their size. Blue whales are the biggest animals that ever lived. They are much
bigger than the biggest animal that lives on land, the elephant. But they can easily float! Now, that’s a huge fish story!

39. Which is told FIRST in the reading?

A. Blue whales can float.

B. A whale is not a fish.

C. Mammals have a backbone.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1196819
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Keiko Jumps Rope and A Surprise for Marco

Read the stories. Then answer the questions below.

Story 1
Keiko Jumps Rope

Joy and Sally asked Keiko to play jump rope at the park. Keiko said, “I don’t know how. It looks too hard, but I’ll turn the rope.”
While Joy and Sally took turns jumping, Keiko kept turning the rope. It wasn’t much fun. After a long time, Keiko said she
would try to jump. She stood in the middle, and when the rope came down she jumped over it. She jumped ten times before
her foot hit the rope. Keiko was very happy.

Turn the page for another story.
Story 2
A Surprise for Marco

Marco said to Frank, “Look at the bowl of candy. I’m going to eat a piece.” Frank said, “That’s for Mom’s party. She said we
shouldn’t touch it.” “Just one piece,” said Marco. “Mom won’t miss it.” He took one piece and ate it. Just then, their mother
walked into the kitchen. “Ugh,” said Marco. “That was awful.” Their mother laughed. “That’s not candy,” she said. “Those are
cut-up beets. They are for my salad!”
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40. What happened the first time Keiko tried to jump rope?

A. She learned that it wasn’t too hard after all.

B. She found that she didn’t like it much.

C. She tried to jump better than her friends.

D. She wished that she had tried sooner.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1197290
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02

41. What is DIFFERENT about Keiko and Marco in these
two stories?

A. Keiko is a child and Marco is a grown-up.

B. Keiko is happy and Marco is sad.

C. Keiko is a girl and Marco is a boy.

D. Keiko does not say anything and Marco talks.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1198593
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.03

42. How are Keiko and Marco the same in these stories?

A. They both eat something.

B. They both play outside.

C. They both try something new.

D. They both have a good time.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1198594
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.03
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Staying Safe

Read this passage. Then read the questions below. Choose the best answer for each question.

Many animals have special ways to keep themselves safe from other animals. A pangolin is a small animal that rolls itself
into a tight ball when its enemies are close by. It looks like a pinecone with its sharp scales pointing out. An Atlantic puffin
has a sharp beak that can dig tunnels in the ground. It hides from bigger animals in these tunnels. A blue-ringed octopus can
change colors to look like the rocks and plants around it. A lemur is a little bit like a monkey. Its tail sends out a stinky smell
that scares away its enemies. You can look at the pictures below to see what these animals look like.

43. What happens after the lemur’s tail sends out the
stinky smell?

A. It runs into a tunnel.

B. It rolls up into a ball.

C. Other animals are scared away.

D. Its tail changes to a different color.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct
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D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1198584
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02

44. What happens after the blue-ringed octopus changes
color?

A. Its enemies cannot see it.

B. It gets eaten by a larger animal.

C. It digs a tunnel in the dirt.

D. Other animals can smell it.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1198585
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

How to Make a Yo-Yo Sleep

Read the passage, and then answer the questions below.

There are many tricks you can do with a yo-yo. One is called the sleeping yo-yo. For any yo-yo trick, make sure that the string
is tied around your finger. Then, to make the yo-yo sleep, roll the yo-yo down the string. Don’t pull the string when the yo-yo
gets to the end of it. Hold your hand still, and the yo-yo will start to spin. Now your yo-yo is sleeping! The yo-yo will make a
noise when it spins. Soon the yo-yo will start to slow down. You will hear it change speed. Just before it stops, pull the string.
The yo-yo will come back up into your hand. You will probably have to try this many times before you can make the yo-yo
sleep. It may help if you rub wax or oil on the string.

45. What do you do when the yo-yo gets to the bottom of
the roll?

A. Make sure the string is tied to your finger.

B. Pull up on the string.

C. Hold your hand still.

D. Roll the yo-yo down again.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1198587
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02

46. What is the first step in the sleeping yo-yo trick?

A. Wait until the yo-yo almost comes to a stop.

B. Roll the yo-yo down in front of you.

C. Listen for the noise the yo-yo will make.

D. Hold your hand still.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1198586
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02
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47. What should happen to the yo-yo just before you pull
the string?

A. It should slow down.

B. It should start rolling down.

C. It should stop.

D. It should come back up.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1199417
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Feed the Plants

Do you want to help plants grow? Why not make some compost? Compost is like food for plants. You can make compost
very easily. First, you find a place outside to make a compost pile. Then, you put in old food and plants like peanut shells,
leftovers from meals, old leaves, and grass clippings. Keep adding these things until you have a nice pile. You will need to
water it and stir it every once in awhile. Your compost is ready when it looks like dirt. Spread it on a garden and watch your
plants grow!

48. What is the FIRST step in making compost?

A. put in grass clippings

B. find a place outside

C. water and stir

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1199194
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Fuzzy, Buzzy Bees

Honeybees seem busy as they buzz here and there. When they land on a flower, some dust called pollen (PAHL-in) sticks
to their fuzzy bodies. They carry pollen with them from flower to flower. Pollen helps flowers make seeds.

Inside each flower are sweet drops of nectar. Bees suck up some nectar and fly back home to their hive. There they store
the nectar in cells. The nectar turns to honey, which the bees eat. People eat honey too.

49. What happens after a bee stores nectar in cells?

A. The nectar turns to pollen.

B. The nectar turns to honey.

C. The nectar turns to seeds.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1200339
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

How Lizards Protect Themselves

(1) There are many kinds of lizards. They have many ways of protecting themselves and staying safe.

(2) Some lizards can change the color of their skin. If the lizard is on a green leaf, it can change its color so that it is green. If
it is on brown sand, it can change its color to brown.

(3) Another way lizards protect themselves is to make themselves look bigger. They may puff themselves up or stretch out
their legs. They may also show their sharp teeth.

(4) What will they do next? Some will hiss and move their tails back and forth. If they have to fight, they will bite their enemy
with their very sharp teeth.

(5) What happens if a bird grabs a small lizard’s tail? The lizard can break off its tail and run away! The surprised bird is left
behind, holding the lizard’s tail in its beak. Lizards are very interesting to learn about.

50. Which sentence shows the author’s feelings about
lizards?

A. There are many kinds of lizards.

B. If it is on brown sand, it can change its color to
brown.

C. Another way lizards protect themselves is to make
themselves look bigger.

D. Lizards are very interesting to learn about.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. Correct

ItemID A2KC.1207419
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.2.R.CM.02.02

Stop! You have finished this exam.


